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We study theoretically the instability of a plasma caused by a particles produced in thermonuclear 
reactions. We show that an earlier developed theory of thermonuclear instabilities was incomplete and that 
it did not take into account instabilities which are the most important ones from the point of view of the 
theory of the turbulent transfer of plasma across the magnetic field in Tokomak type toroidal traps. Such 
instabilities which are studied in the present paper are caused by the spatial inhomogeneity in the a-particle 
distribution and by the curvature of the magnetic field lines. We consider the instabilities produced by 
either untrapped a particles or by trapped a particles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Some time ago Korablev[1] and Kolesnichenko and 
Oraevskil[2] drew attention to the fact that charged 
products of thermonuclear reactions, such as a-parti
cles, can be the cause of plasma instabilities. Such in
stabilities were later called thermonuclear instabilities. 
Korablev[l] and other authors[S-7] have studied in detail 
the thermonuclear instabilities of a uniform plasma in 
a uniform magnetic field and Kolesnichenko and Oraev
skil[2] and particularly Belikov, Kolesnichenko, and 
Oraevskil[4] have also studied thermonuclear "drift" 
instabilities, Le., those which are caused by the spatial 
inhomogeneity of the a-particles. 

It would seem that all basic types of thermonuclear 
instabilities have been found and that macroscopic ef
fects caused by the a-particles must be determined by 
the instabilities which have already been studied. This 
is essentially the point of view on which the recent 
paper by Belikov, Kolesnichenko, and Oraevskil[8] is 
based, which is devoted to an evaluation of the turbulent 
coefficients for the transfer of a plasma due to the 
thermonuclear AlfvEm instability of a uniform plasma 
pointed out by the same authors.[4] 

However, we shall show in the present paper that the 
existing linear theory of thermonuclear instabilities is 
incomplete. It does not take into account a certain 
family of drift (gradient) instabilities which must lead 
to transfer coefficients larger than the ones discussed 
in[8] as will become clear from estimates in what fol
lows. 

The thermonuclear drift instabilities which have been 
considered before[2,4] have in fact no direct relation to 
the thermonuclear problem. The fact is that the authors 
of these papers studied a class of so-called potential 
drift instabilities. The assumption that they have a po
tential character is valid only when the velocity of the 
a-particles is small compared to the AlfvEm velocity 
and this is not the case for a thermonuclear plasma as 
was first noted by Karablev and Rudakov. [3] 

In the present paper we study non-potential (electro
magnetic) drift instabilities. We shall analyze several 
kinds of instabilities and we shall mainly consider in
stabilities which develop only if there is spatial inhomo
geneity in the a-particles and curvature of the magnetic 
field. 

To elucidate the role of the curvature in thermonu
clear instabilities of a tokamak we remind ourselves of 
some results of an earlier paper by US.[9J 
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A particle moving in a magnetic field with an alter
nating curvature and in the field of a perturbation with 
a longitudinal wavenumber kll behaves as if it moved in 
a straight magnetic field and in the field of a wave with 
an effective longitudinal wavenumber klleff which dif
fers from k il .[9 j In particular, in the case of the toka
mak geometry kll eff = kll ± II qR, where R is the radius 
of curvature of the magnetic axis of the tokamak, 
q == aBs/RBe is the so-called safety factor of the toka
mak, Bs, Be are the toroidal and the poloidal parts of 
the stationary magnetic field, and a is the radial co
ordinate in the vicinity of which the perturbation is 
localized. As a consequence of this particles with a 
longitudinal velocity Vii which satisfies the relation 

w=v lI (k ll ±l/qR). 

will turn out to be in resonance. 

(1.1) 

This kind of resonance is to some extent analogous 
to the cyclotron resonance for which 

(1.2) 

where WB is the cyclotron frequency of the correspond
ing kind of particle. 

It is well known[5] that in a plasma in a magnetic 
field there exist kinds of waves such that for them the 
usual, Cerenkov resonance, W = kllVil, is ineffective, 
i.e., the contribution of such a resonance to the disper
sion equation for the corresponding type of wave is very 
small, or is completely absent. AlfvEm waves are an 
example of this. For a study of Alfven waves which are 
weakly sensitive to Cerenkov resonance we must thus 
take into account other kinds of resonance. 

In the uniform plasma and uniform magnetic field ap
proximation the sole addition to the Cerenkov resonance 
is the cyclotron resonance (1.2). This resonance is just 
the basis of the mechanism for the thermonuclear Alfven 
instability considered in the second part of the paper by 
Belikov, Kolesnichenko, and Oraevskii.[4j In this sense 
the gist of this second part consists in the fact that its 
authors applied the respresentation of a theory of a 
uniform plasma for the build-up of AlfvEm waves by fast 
particles to the concrete case of a velocity distribution 
of the fast particles, assuming that distribution to be 
isotropiC and mono-energetic. 

We consider, like Belikov, Kolesnichenko, and 
Ostraevskil[4] the build-up of Alfv€m waves, but in con
trast to[4], we assume that the main mechanism for the 
build-up is not the cyclotron resonance (1.2), but the 
modified Cerenkov resonance (1.1), which comes into 
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play only when the curvature of the magnetic field is 
taken into account. 

It will be clear from what follows that the role of a 
resonance such as (1.1) consists, in particular, in that, 
when it is present, the contribution of the resonance 
particles to the dispersion equation for Alfvem waves is 
appreciably increased. However, on top of this, an im
portant fact is that in contrast to the usual Cerenkov 
resonance in the case considered by us particles with a 
longitudinal velocity different from the longitudinal 
phase velocity of the wave wlkll turn out to be in reso
nance. As the longitudinal phase velocity of the AlfvEm 
waves is nothing but the AlfvEm velocity cA, the condi
tion (1.1) means that both slow particles Vii <. cA, and 
fast particles Vii > cA can interact in resonance with 
Alfvem waves. 

We have earlier[9] considered the interaction between 
AlfvEm waves and slow (thermal) ions, vII <. CA. Accord
ing to (1.1) a resonance interaction with such particles 
occurs when \ kll \ <.<. 11 qR which corresponds to per
turbations which are strongly stretched along the mag
netic field lines. 

In the case of thermonuclear a particles their 
velocity is large compared to the AlfvEm velocity, vII 
> CA. Equation (1.1) is then satisfied provided 

(1.3 ) 

For such kil the frequency of the AlfvEm waves is 
approximately equal to 

(1.4) 

where po is the plasma mass density. Frequencies of 
this order of magnitude occur in the theory of the 
helical instability.[ 10] 

It is well known[ll] that drift effects are important 
when w :s w., where w. "" mva Pa /a 2 is a characteris
tic drift frequency, va, Pu are the velocity and Larmor 
radius of an a particle, a is the small radius of the 
torus which is also of the same order of magnitude as 
the characteristic dimension of the a particles inhomo
geneity, and m is the azimuthal wavenumber along the 
small azimuth of the torus. The condition w ~ W'l' for 
the frequencies (1.4) means that the wavelength of the 
perturbation along the small azimuth of the torus must 
be such that 

(1.5) 

where k& == m/a. 

Bearing in mind that the magnetic field of the toka
mak has a field line shear ® of the order e "" aiR, we 
find, using (1.1), (1.5) and the order of magnitude rela
tion \ kll ± l/qR\ ?:.. k&®x/a, where x is the radial di
mension of the localization of the perturbation, the 
estimate 

(1.6) 

In accordance with the general statements developed 
earlier[91 one should expect that the growth rate of the 
Alfv€m waves must also contain the parameter j3a, the 
ratio of the a-particle pressure to the magnetic field 
pressure, 

(1.7) 

Substituting the above-mentioned values for w, x, 
and y into the approximate formula[12] for the coef
ficients for spatial transfer D "'" y2x21 w shows that for 
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a-particle pressures comparable with the plasma pres
sure and for reasonable values for the other parameters 
of the plasma and the magnetic field the coefficients for 
the spatial transfer from thermonuclear drift instabili
ties can only be an order of magnitude less than the 
Bohm diffusion coefficient.[12j 

The instability which we have here discussed quali
tatively will be considered quantitatively in Sec. 2. It is 
caused by the interaction between the Alfven waves and 
a particles in flight and can thus be called the drift in
stability due to a particles in flight. 

Knowing from the paper by Kadomtsev[13J that not 
only a particles in flight, but also trapped a particles 
can lead to instabilities we also consider the possibility 
of a build-up of Alfvem waves due to trapped a parti
cles. This is the subject of Sec. 3 of our paper. It will 
be shown in Sec. 3 that for the same Re wand x the 
growth rate of the oscillations caused by trapped a 
particles is somewhat larger than the growth rate due 
to particles in flight. The instability due to trapped a 
particles must thus playa somewhat larger part than 
the instability due to a-particles in flight. 

Apart from Alfven waves we consider also fast mag
netosonic waves in Sec. 4. We shall show that such 
waves can grow when the ratio of the Larmor radius of 
the a particles to the transverse dimensions of the 
plasma is finite. 

2. THE BUILD-UP OF ALFVEN WAVES BY a 
PARTICLES IN FLIGHT 

We reduce the linearized set of hydromagnetic equa
tions to the equation (cfyl) 

_ c \I ji , . ( cB, dV ] 
Bo\o+--[Bol/(Bo +8npo)]-dIV --,po- =0. 

B,' Bo' dt 
(2.1) 

Here Bo, po, and po are the equilibrium values of the 
!:l~netic field, the pressure, and the plasma density, 
p, V are the pressure and plasma velocity perturbations. 
The quantity ii indicates the perturbation of the electric 
current along the magnetic field and is determined by 
the relation 

c -
d=--BorotB 

411B/ ' 
(2.2) 

where B is the magnetic field perturbation. 

In the case of an axisymmetric tokamak with a circu
lar cross section and for oscillation frequencies ap
preciably higher than the characteristic growth rate for 
the flute instability we get from Eq. (2.1) (for details 
see[9]); 

«(J)'-CA'kll')sm-~(( 1-i~)jim-'+( 1+i ako)Pm+'l =0. (2.3) a'kJ.·Rpo m m_ 

Here ~m is the m-th harmonic of the radial component 
of the plasma displacement ~, ~ = eim8 -incp ~m' where 
m and n are integers, and 8 and cp cyclic coordinates 
along the small and the large azimuth of the torus, the 
displacement vector ~ is connected with the velocity V 
through the relation -iw~ = V, and with the perturbed 
magnetic field through 13 = curl[Box ~]. We take the 
time-dependence of the perturbation in the standard 
form e-iwt . We choose the pressure perturbation in 
the form 

ji=e,m.-in. (jim + jim _,e-"+ pm +,e"), 

where the terms Pm'f 1 take the toroidality into ac
count. We take the radial dependence of the perturba
tions in the form exp (ikaa), where a is the radial co-
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ordinate; kl = k~ + (m/a)2. The other quantities jn 
(2.3) are: cA = B s /41Tpo is the square of the Alfven 
velocity, kll = (m - nq)/ qR is the longitudinal compon
ent of the wavevector, R, q, Bs are the radius of curva
ture of the magnetic axis, the safety factor of the stabil
ity, and the longitudinal magnetic field (see Sec. 1). 

To find the connection between Pm'F 1 and ~ m we 
start from the expression for the perturbed distribution 
function in the form of an integral over trajectories 
(cf. [9): 

f= i; (:: + a:w. ::) J (v{ +vu,)( cosH a~. sine )sdt'. (2.4) 

Here ~ = v2/2, v, vJ.. and vII are the total, the trans
verse, and the longitudinal (with respect to the direction 
of the magnetic field) velocities of the particle, WB 
= eBs;Mc is the cyclotron frequency of the particle. 

We assume that the particles in flight, which are the 
ones which interest us, move along the magnetic field 
lines with unchanged velocity. We then find from the 
drift equations[14) 8(t') = VII(t' - t)/qR. Using that re
lation we can integrate over t' in (2.4) and we get 

iw (V.L' )(aF m aF) 1=-6 -+vu' -+---
ZR Z ae awOl_ aa (2.5) 

[ (ak.lm-i) e" (ak,/m+i) e-" ] 
X w-vu(k ll +l!qR) - w-vu(kll-ilqR) . 

Using 

we evaluate Pm 'f 1. We substitute the result into (2.3) 
after which we obtain the dispersion equation 

w'-cA'k",+-W-S M ( V.L' +vu' )'( of 
. 4R'p, Z de 

(2.6) 
+~!!..) [ 1 + 1 ] dv=O. 

awOl_ aa W-VII (k ll -l!qR) W-VII (k ll +l!qR) 

Hence we find that perturbations with Re W = cA/qR 
have a growth rate 

nq 1 SOO ( aF mqR OF) , 
Imw= 8 DIRk 11 M(e+eu)' -+--- (Ze)"de, (2.7) 

P"" q u- 'II iJe ac"w. aa 

where the quantity Ell = cA/2(qRkII - 1)2 indicates the 
longitudinal energy of the resonance particles per unit 
mass, Ell = vftres/2. We have assumed in Eq. (2.7) that 
the a-particle velocity distribution is isotropic so that 
F = F( E, a) with the normalization 

00 

S F(Ze)'" de=Na, 
o 

where Na is the a-particle density. 

Integrating by part we can verify that when aF/aa 
= 0 and F( E) arbitrary the imaginary part 1m W < 0 (the 
oscillations are damped). The instability is thus only 
possible thanks to the gradient (drift) effect. If the a
particle energy distribution has a a-function form, 
F = a(E - Ea)Na(a)/(2Ea)I!2, we get from Eq. (2.7) 

Imw=-~ NaMa (ea+e ll ) [1- mqRXn(ea+en)] 
4poR IqRkll-ll Zac"w_a ' 

Xn=iJ In Na!oa. 
(2.8) 

The condition for instability (1m W ;> 0) which follows 
from this means qualitatively the same as the estimate 
(1.5) given earlier. 

The growth rate (2.8) of the perturbations increases 
with decreasing I qRkIl = 1\, but together with a de
crease in \ qRkIl - 1\ the characteristic radial dimen-
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sion of the perturbation also decreases. The combina
tion D"" (1m w)~2/Re w, which characterizes the trans
fer coefficients remains therefore unchanged when 
I qRkIl = 1\ changes. 

Putting Ell ~ ~ we get from (2.8) the estimate 

(2.9) 

where f3a = 1% EaMaNa/B~ is the ratio of the a-particle 
pressure to the magnetic field pressure. We also used 
this estimate in Sec. 1. 

Results close to (2.8) and (2.9) are also obtained for 
different velocity distributions. For instance, for a 
Maxwellian distribution, F cc exp (-Ma~/TU!) 

I )"-;:; NaTaq(l-w./w)exp{-Maen!Ta} ( M.eu Ma'e ll ') mw=- 1+--+--
4 PoRvTalkllQR-ll T. Ta' ' 

vr.=(ZTa!M.),\ Ol.=mTnx..IaM.wR.. (2.10) 

When \9Rkll - 11 "" cA/VTa we get from this an 
estimate of the form (2.9) but with a different, some
what smaller, numerical coefficient. 

We now discuss the role of the resonance electrons 
which, generally speaking, favor a damping of the oscil
lations. As a consequence of the fact that under thermo
nuclear conditions the thermal velocity of the electrons 
is large compared to the a-particle velocity (when 
Te"" 15 keV and Ta "" 3.5 MeV, we have VTe/VTa 
"" 4), only those electrons with a longitudinal velocity 
small compared to their thermal velocity can be in 
resonance. However, there are few electrons in flight 
with small longitudinal velocities due to the suppression 
of electrons with small v 11/ v 1 between the toroidal mag
netic field mirrors. According to Coppi et al. (15 j the 
suppression effect must lead to an additional factor in 
the electron damping rate of the order of (w/I k'i 
- l/qRlvTe)2, i.e., in our case of the order of 
(VTa/VTe? Taking this into account and also the fact 
that when there is no suppression effect the electron 
damping rate would have a form, similar to (2.10), we 
find that the damping by the electrons can be neglected, 
provided 

(2.11 ) 

where i3e is the ratio of the electron pressure to the 
magnetic field pressure. In the cases of practical inter
est this condition must be assumed to be satisfied. 

Trapped electrons can also lead to a damping of the 
oscillations. The negative contribution of the trapped 
electrons to the growth rate of the oscillations is 
caused by the collisions of the trapped electrons with 
the other particles (ions and electrons in flight). Ac
cording to[14J such a collisional damping of the oscilla
tions by the trapped electrons is a maximum when 
lie eff / w "" 1 which in our case means II eR~/ ac A "" 1 
(lleeff'" (R/a)lIe, where lie is the electron collision 
frequency). However, for parameters of the plasma and 
the magnetic field typical for a thermonuclear reactor[16J 
(plasma density no'" 3.10 14 cm-3, plasma temperature 
To'" 15 keV, magnetic field Bo'" 4 X 104 gauss, R ~ 103 

cm, Ria,., 7'5) the quantity lIeR2/acA is about 7'2Q. The 
electron damping rate must therefore contain, apart 
from the usual factors Pa and (a/R)I!2_the relative 
fraction of trapped electrons-also the small factor 
lIeR2/acA. Taking this into account we can write the 
condition that we can neglect the damping by trapped 
electrons in the form 

~a!~,>(R!a)"'v.R!cA' (2.12) 
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3. DRIFT BUILD-UP OF ALFVEN WAVES BY 
TRAPPED ex PARTICLES 

We shall obtain the dispersion equation describing 
the build-up of AlfvEm waves by trapped a-particles 
similarly 'as in Sec. 2, viz., by evaluating the perturbed 
pressure of the trapped a particles as function of the 
displacement ~ and substituting the result into the 
small oscillations Eq. (2.3). 

The initial Eq. (2.4) for the perturbed distribution 
function is valid also in the case of trapped particles. 
We simplify this equation by noting that for trapped 
particles vIT « vi, vi /2 "" E = const. We write the in
tegral over t' in (2.4) as an average over the closed 
trajectory of the trapped particles (see, e.g.,[ll]), so 
that 

",ee;({m-.,'-n·'Sm (OF m OF) ([( ak..) . l' J=- -+---- COS 8+ -sm8 e'" >, 
2R("'-("'D» iJe a",,,,. oa m 

(3.1) 

where (wD) == (Em/awBR)(cos (J) is the average mag
netic drift frequency, while the symbol ( ... ) means 

<. .. >~4 ... ~8/4d8. (3.2) 
Vn VII 

In deriving (3.1) we have split off in the expression for 
i(mll-nrn) i(m-s)(J-in rn 

~ == ~me "1' the "flute" factor e "1' 

and taken it outside the integral sign, assuming that the 
perturbation is localized around a rational magnetic 
surface such that m-s-nq'" O. The number s = 0, ± 1, 
±2, and so on indicates the number of waves fitted into 
the length of the torus. The case s = 0 corresponds to 
an almost flute-like AlfvEm wave with frequency 
W « CA / qR. The case s = 1 corresponds to a wave of 
frequency w,.;:; cA/qR considered in the preceding sec
tion. When s 2! 1 the number s for the perturbations 
considered by us which are localized around rational 
magnetic surfaces is, apart from a factor, the same as 
the longitudinal wavenumber, 

(3.3) 

Using (3.1) we calculate the pressure perturbation, 
and after that we get from (2.3) the dispersion equation 

'" S B.dlJ.dEilfe' (OF m OF) ""-cA'k,,'+-- -+----
8:nR'po "'-("'0> lie a",,,,. oa 

(3.4) 
tf, dB . 

>:1';-1 <[sin(1.+8)e"'J> 1'=0, 

where,\. = arctan (m/aka ). 

We now take into account that the motion of the parti
cles along the magnetic field lines of the Tokamak 
Bo = Bs {I + (a/ R) cos Ii} proceeds with a velocity 

'f [ IJ.B, ( a ) 1 'f' v,,=(2e)' 1--e-, 1+ R cosB . 

Instead of the variable JJ. we introduce a variable K, 

defining it by the relation (cf.[uJ) 

x'= ~[1+ =(1-1J.~·)1. 
We can then write Eq. (3.4) in the form 

(a) 'f, '" 
",'-kll'cA'+ R 4:nR'po 

S Me'I'de dx' (OF m OF) 
X -+---- Q.('A,X), 

K(x) ("'-("'0» ae a",.", fJa 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

= I sd8sin('A+8)e i
., I' 

Q.('A,x) (2x'-1-cos8)"" (3.8) 

" 
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Here K( K) is the complete elliptical integral of the 
first kind; Ii ° is defined by the relation 1 + cos Ii ° 
= 2 K2; the integration over K is between the limits 0 
and I-this range of K corresponds to trapped particles. 
The quantity (WD) as function of K takes the form 

("'D> =-~[2E (xl -1] (3.9) 
a",.R K(x) , 

where E( K) is a complete elliptical integral of the sec
ond kind. 

According to (3.7) resonance between particles and 
the wave occurs at frequencies of the order of the mag
netic drift frequency, W l':J -Em/wBRa. Under those 
conditions the quantity a F /a E is small compared to 
(m/awB)aF/aa like aiR. We can thus neglect it on the 
left-hand side of Eq. (3.7). We then get from (3.7) 

Re",=kllcA, 

(
a) 'I, 1 mM e'/' de dx' of (3.10) 

Im",= - ----S () 0 Q.('A,x)6("'-("'D». 
R 8R'po a",,,,. K x a . 

For an isotropic monoenergetic a-particle distribu
tion this expression reduces to the following one: 

1m "'=<J (l!.-) 'f, ~ • .!.l..., 
a R'", 

3 olnN. [X Q('A. x) ] 
<J= 16 f2 --;jln a' K(x) lo(E/K)loxl .~ .. : 

where the quantity Ko satisfies the relation 

2E(xo)/K(xo) -t=",,,,.Ra/me •. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13 ) 

In deriving (3.11) we used the normalization condition 

SF(e) (2e)'l'de=N., . 
o 

which follows for an isotropic F( E, 1-') from the general 
normalization condition 

S F(e, IJ.)Bo dll de 
N •. 

Iv,,1 

The perturbation which is built up has, according to 
(3.13), for a given frequency W the longer a wavelength, 
i.e., it possesses a smaller m the larger the left-hand 
side of (3.13). The maximum of the left-hand side of 
Eq. (3.13) is reached for small Ko, Ko« 1, which cor
responds to resonance a particles with small v 11/ v 1. 

For small K the function Qs('\'. K) is independent of s 
and K and given by the expression 

Q.('A, x) ='/2:n' sin' 'A, 

while the quantity (] takes the form 
3n' iJlnN. 

<J=-----sin''A. 
321'2 olna' 

(3.14) . 

(3.15) 

The resonance condition (3.13) then becomes simple: 
",=me.la"'DR. (3.16) 

We get from (3.16) and the first Eq. (3.10) for kll 
= l/qR an estimate for the characteristic wavenumber 
for the small azimuth of the torus: 

(3.17 ) 

(here and in what follows the estimates are given for 
q,.;:; 1). 

We find an estimate for kx ";:; 1/ x from the condition 
that the change in kllcA over a length of the order of x 
caused by the shear of the magnetic field lines must not 
exceed the magnitude CA/R (cf. Sec. 1). This estimate 
gives 

x"'1Ik."'alm"'p.v.lcA , (3.18) 

so that we must assume that sin2 ,\.;>s 1 in (3.15). 
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A general qualitative conclusion following from the 
analysis given above consists in the statement that 
trapped a particles may lead to the build-up of AlfvEm 
waves with a frequency Re w 1':> CA/R, transverse wave
lengths of order Al. "" Pava/cA, and a growth rate 1m w 
such that 

Imoo/Reoo""(R/a)"'~.. (3.19) 
The condition that we can neglect the damping of the 

oscillations by trapped electrons is approximately of the 
same form as (2.12), but without the factor (R/a)1/2 on 
the right-hand side, 

~./~,>",R/CA' (3.20) 
Such a relative decrease in the role of the trapped 

electrons is caused by the fact that when w"" wD the 
growth rate due to trapped a particles as compared to 
the growth rate due to the particles in flight has a large 
factor of order w,,/ Wo "" R/ a and a small factor (a/R)1/2 
-the fraction of trapped a-particles. 

4. DRIFT BUILD-UP OF MAGNETOSONIC 
OSCILLATIONS 

If the drift velocity of the a particles V dr "" PaVOl/ a 
is comparable with the Alfvi'm velocity, Le., if 

p./a;;;'c .. /v., (4.1) 
it is necessary to take drift effects into account not 
only when considering Alfven waves, but also for the 
case of fast magneto sonic waves.(l7] 

For a small plasma pressure, P « 1, the magneto
sonic waves are described by a dispersion equation of 
a well known form (see, e.g., [lB]) 

c'k'/oo'-e,,=O, (4.2) 
where k' is the total wavenumber, E22 is a component of 
the dielectric permittivity tensor in the system of co
ordinates where the 1 axis is directed along the com
ponent of the wavevector at right angles to the magnetic 
field Bo and the 3 axis along Bo. 

Both the ions from the basic component of the plasma 
and Ol particles contribute to E22 so that E22 = E~OJ + E~<f) . 
When w « wBi, kl.Pa « I-and these are just the per
turbations which are of interest to us-the quantity E~ 
has a well known form, E~J = c2/cA (see, e.g.,[lB]). As
suming the a-particle distribution to be Maxwellian, 
which-as was shown above-does not essentially limit 
the general nature of the results, we can use the expres
sion for Ek~) given in a paper by Fridman and the 
present author, [19] 

e2~·)=-~. c'k1-' (1-~) S F(VII)dvlI, (4.3) 
00 00 oo-kilvil 

where 
~.=8nN.T.JB.', w.=x.mT./wB.a. 

Under those assumptions it follows from (4.2) that 
Re W=kCA, 

l'~ c ... 'k1-'exp {-(kc .. /kllvT.)'} '1 00.) 
Imoo=--~. -- . 

2 IklllvT. kc .. 

(4.3' ) 

(4.4) 

It is clear that the maximum growth rate is reached 
when kll/kl. "" cA/VTa' The easiest perturbations to 
build up are those with ka :5. m/ a, as then m/ ak l. "" 1. 
The condition for the instability has the form (4.1) and 
the maximum growth rate is of the order of 

1m OO""~. Re w. (4.5) 

As regards the transverse wavelength, there is no 
lower bound for it, except that it must not be large com
pared to the transverse dimensions of the plasma, Le., 
m"" 1, kl. "" l/a. 

The frequency of the oscillations Re w = kCA is for 
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k"" l/a of the order of cA/a, Le., it is large com
pared to the frequencies of the Alfven waves considered 
in Secs. 2, 3. If we take into account what we said in 
Sec. 2 about trapped particles we can thus conclude that 
their role in the damping of the oscillations will be 
negligibly small. As far as the damping of the magneto
sonic oscillations by electrons in flight is concerned, 
this can be neglected, if condition (2.11) is satisfied. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

We have shown that there exists a class of thermo
nuclear drift instabilities with growth rates which de
pend on the spatial gradients of the a particles and on 
the curvature of the magnetic field lines (Secs. 2 and 3). 
Such instabilities are connected with the build-up of 
AlfvEm waves by a particles. If the ratio of the Larmor 
radius of the a particles to the dimensions of the plasma 
inhomogeneity is finite, fast magneto sonic waves can 
also be built up by drift effects. 

The coefficients for a turbulent transfer across the 
magnetic field caused by the instabilities studied by us 
turn out, as we estimate them, to be appreciably larger 
than the corresponding coefficients due to earlier stud
ied instabilities, and, generally speaking, to be com
parable to the Bohm diffusion coefficient. It seems thus 
that the instabilities considered above must be taken 
into account in the theory of reactors and tokamaks. 
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